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Abstract  

The purpose of this research was to measure the reasoning skills of mathematics students using a test instrument developed 
from mathematics routine and non-routine task. The study used research and development method. Development of the instrument and 
measurement of mathematical reasoning skills using procedure: items preparation, expert validation, field testing, and data analysis. 
The field testing involves students of Government Degree College Mulugu. The data analyzed through studying the students’ task 
solving, the transcripts of their work, interview after the test, identifying the specific task solving situations, and the arguments were 
supporting the strategy choice and strategy implementation. Result of research shows that student mathematical reasoning can be 
measured using the instrument test developed from the routine task and non-routine task. This present research study the reasoning 
skills of mathematics students into two categories, imitative reasoning, and creative reasoning. Reasoning skills of mathematics 
students grouping results can be used by various interested institutions to evaluate the test using in mathematics instruction. 
 
Keywords: Mathematics Reasoning, Reasoning Skills, Imitative Reasoning, Creative Reasoning, Routine Task, Non-Routine Task 
Initiative Reasoning. 
 
Introduction 
Statement of the Problem 

“No passion so effectively robs the mind of all its powers of acting and reasoning as few.” 
Edmund Burke    

 
Mathematics is a subject directly related to human life. The subject has emerged from humans' observation of the world 

(Tanujaya, Prahmana, and Mumu, 2017). Since ancient time, mathematics guided human beings in tackling real-world problems, 
providing powerful tools for the development of sciences. Nowadays, mathematics still plays a crucial role in almost every branch of 
science and technology (Miao and Reynolds, 2018). The importance of mathematics makes it essential that children be well educated 
on the subject. Therefore, students who study mathematics need to know how to learn mathematics appropriately. 
 

Learning mathematics is somewhat different from learning other subjects. The student who studied mathematics must think 
and learn mathematics by/for themselves, must think mathematically, and have to feel free to explore the intended knowledge 
independently with minimal formal teaching input. Mathematical thinking is different from doing mathematics. Students need to 
explore their thinking abilities when learning mathematics. On the other hand, mathematics instruction that teaches and supports 
students' thinking skills in Government Degree College, Mulugu of Telangana State. Impact of the situation can be seen from the low 
mathematics achievement of Indonesian students. Indonesian students are always ranked low on various international tests.  
 

Mathematics instruction, as well as other instruction in education, is an attempt to humanize human beings. Therefore, it must 
be a successful instruction. The success of mathematics instruction can be measured by various indicators, one of which is through the 
student learning outcomes. A successful educational system should focus on student learning outcomes and provides the support 
necessary for every student to achieve them. The students' mathematics learning outcome is a form of mathematical concepts 
understanding that is very important in mathematical instruction, that needs to be known by the teacher as well as by the students 
themselves, using assessment 
 

Assessment, especially classroom assessment, is not only designed to determine the rank and grade of students but more 
importantly, to get other functions in the learning process. The assessment has traditionally been used to evaluate student’s 
accomplishment and content area of curriculums. However, new approaches to mathematics instruction have expanded the role of the 
assessment to include supervising student improvement and making instructional decisions. The teachers can find out the information 
in a variety of classroom assessments that range from observations and discussions to test, tasks, and projects, from self-assessment 
and homework to oral presentations. 
 

The assessment has various purposes, such as providing student grades, system monitoring, student placement, determining 
interventions, improving teaching and learning, or offering individual feedback to students and their parents. The assessment is also a 
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process of gathering the information that accurately reflects how well a student is achieving the curriculum expectations in a subject. 
The result of learning evaluation by the teacher can also be used by students to support their success of learning. The assessment can 
help students monitor their studying. When students know what is expected of them, through feedback and grading criteria, they are 
better able to keep track of their mastery of the material. The assessment should be an integral part of the learning process. Thus, there 
are some purposes of mathematics classroom assessment, although the primary purpose of the assessment is basically to improve the 
achievement of student learning. 
 
Assessment and Skill of Reasoning 

The mathematics classroom assessment is a primary instrument for supporting and monitoring student progress toward 
mathematics standard. Teachers should know about their students' problems while learning their progress, and the level of formality 
they are operating at so that they can adapt their teaching strategies to meet the students' needs. Thus, practical assessment in 
mathematics requires more than a look at the answers students give. The teachers need to analyze their processes and get the student to 
communicate mathematical thinking. The ability to think mathematically is the most crucial aspect of learning mathematics. 
 

In order to evaluate the thinking ability of students who study mathematics, it is necessary to know the components in 
students' thinking skills, especially students who study mathematics. According to Breen and O’Shea, one level of mathematics 
learning outcomes is the students' reasoning ability. The reasoning is one mathematical thinking skills in addition to conjecturing, 
proving, making connections, abstraction, generalization, and specialization. Being able to reason is essential to understanding 
mathematics. 

 
Mathematics reasoning is the process of making sense of and understanding mathematical ideas and concepts inherent to 

procedures, the line of thought adopted to produce assertions and reach conclusions, and can be defined as five interrelated processes 
of mathematical thinking, categorized as sense-making, conjecturing, convincing, reflecting, and generalizing, Conjecturing is 
forming an opinion or supposition about on the basis of incomplete information. Convincing is causing to believe firmly in the truth of 
something, reflecting is thinking profoundly or carefully about, while generalizing is making a general or broad statement by inferring 
from specific cases or make (something) more widespread or prevalent. 
 

Students use reasoning when they engage in mathematical argumentation, is a process that involves making and justifying 
mathematical claims. Argumentation is the substantiation, the part of the reasoning that aims at convincing oneself or someone else 
that the reasoning is appropriate. The students tend to note patterns, structure, or regularities in both real-world situations and 
symbolic objects. They ask if those patterns are accidental or if they occur for a reason, and they conjecture and prove. It is, therefore, 
essential for a mathematics teacher to have an instrument to measure mathematics students' reasoning skills. 
 
Mathematical Reasoning 

Students' thinking skills in mathematics reasoning possess two categories: Imitative Reasoning, and Creative Mathematically 
founded Reasoning (CMR). Imitative reasoning is also known as Memorized Reasoning (MR) and Algorithmic Reasoning (AR). 
Imitative reasoning is students reasoning that often suitable in routine tasks. The MR strategy choice is founded on recalling, by 
memory, an answer, and the strategy implementation consist only of writing it down. The AR strategy choice is to recall an algorithm, 
which is a sequence of rules for solving a particular task type whereas the three following conditions define CMR, i.e., novelty, 
plausibility, and mathematical foundation. Thus, there are five levels of mathematical reasoning skills. 
 

Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Overview of mathematics reasoning of mathematics students in the framework 
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Furthermore, studies have shown that many teacher-made tasks display a heavy focus on Imitative Reasoning only. Likewise, 
the assignment compiled by mathematics teachers in Manokwari, and the assignment in the textbooks they use, are generally routine 
task in the range C1 - C3, which can be grouped in the matter of Imitative Reasoning. 
 

How can the teacher measure students' reasoning skills if the task available are only in the group of imitative reasoning? 
Therefore, in order to measure mathematical reasoning skill of students in Indonesia, especially in West Papua, it is necessary to 
develop the non-routine test. The non-routine test can be developed from various tests in mathematics textbooks or the mathematics 
Olympiad. So, the purpose of this research was to measure the reasoning skills of mathematics students using test instrument 
developed from mathematics routine and non-routine task. 
 
Materials and Methods 

The method used in this study is research and development (R&D). R&D is a research method to achieve new knowledge 
that it might use to create new technology, products, services, or systems. Thus, the results of this research are a test of mathematics 
instrument to measure the ability of reasoning skills of mathematics students, especially for high school students and first-level of 
university students. The instrument test used as a reference for developing similar test instruments. 
 

The research, development of test instrument, was conducted in four steps, i.e., item preparation (modification task), expert 
validation, measurement of student reasoning skills (field testing), and data analysis. Test instrument development was started by 
compile some types of mathematics task from some sources. The task consists of familiar and unfamiliar problems for students. The 
familiar problems were taken from the mathematics textbook, while the unfamiliar problems are a task from mathematics Olympics 
and modified from both types of tests. The familiar tasks are also known as routine tasks, while unfamiliar tasks referred to as non-
routine tasks. 
 

The instrument tests development continued with item analyzed by experts to determine the familiarity level of the items. 
The experts also conducted an analysis of the readability and social desirability of the item. Each expert had discussed with an others 
expert to then deducing their decision. The expert analysis results were used by the researcher to compose some new test instruments. 
The analysis conducted by these experts is an effort to increase the validity of the instrument. The experts’ judgement of instrument 
items is referred to as content validity. Contentvalidity according to Rusticus, refers to the degree to which an instrument is relevant 
to, and representative of, the targeted construct it is designed to measure. 
 

The measurement of reasoning skills involves 20 students from final year and 30 students from mathematics first Year, the 
Government Degree College Mulugu of Telangana State, Data analysis in this study consists of two phases. The first thing was to 
interpret the reasoning skills of mathematics students by studying the students' task solving, using transcripts of their work and the 
interview. The second phase of data analysis was to identify the crucial task solving situations, and the arguments supporting the 
strategy choice and strategy implementation. Based on the characteristics of these argumentations, each solution attempt was classified 
as comprising one of the reasoning types in the framework. 
 
Results and Discussion 

In classroom activities when solved the task, the students provided a complex reaction in working solving a non-routine 
problem of mathematics. Several responses revealed how students have difficulty in solving the non-routine task. Majority students, 
however, expressed the view that despite some difficulty of the subject, they were able to accomplish and provide solutions to the 
problems. There are three cases of solutions to the student. 

 
The students can answer the task correctly. However, the answer presented does not show adetailed completion process. The 

answer given is the result of remembering what the teacher teaches. The students memorize how to get the answer. This remembering 
activity belongs to a low level of reasoning. The students tend not to use mathematical reasoning skills when solving the task. 
According to Bieda et al., students use reasoning when they engage in mathematical argumentation. When solving this type of task, 
students do not fully use their reasoning skills. They do not show arguments that should appear in their answers. The students’ 
reasoning abilities do not appear in their responses. 
 
Research Analysis 

The students’ mathematical reasoning ability in this group classified into two groups: memorized reasoning and algorithm 
reasoning. The answers given by the first group of students are the result of the process of memorization, while in the second group of 
students, the answers were obtained using the learned procedure — these two groups of students classified into imitative reasoning. 
Imitative reasoning, according to Bergqvist, can be described as a type of reasoning built on copying task solutions. They found the 
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way of solutions from a textbook example or through remembering an algorithm or an answer. Some observations show a connection 
between a narrow focus on imitative reasoning and students’ difficulties when learning mathematics. 
 

However, at the time of the interview, the students can generally show how to solve the problem. An example on the issue is 
to determine the value of the multiplication of two integers. All students can quickly answer the question. However, they could not 
elaborate on how they got the answer. Some of them using distributive law of addition to solves the problems. Others can answer after 
the researchers helped them explore the concept they have learned. The concept is known through memorization, not through 
understanding the concept well. 
 

Therefore, mathematics task should present in the form of open questions. The kind of tasks can develop students’ 
mathematics reasoning skills because inquiring about mathematics concepts, more specifically about the concept of multiplication. 
Since elementary school, students are generally required to memorize the results of multiples of two integers, without knowing how to 
get it. This situation enforces mathematics teachers to teach the concept of multiplication correctly. Experts classified these types of 
questions as open-ended questions. The question is a problem whose solution solves in various approaches. The questions require 
more thought and more than a simple one-word answer. This type of problem causes students to think about solving the problem. 
 

The researcher plays a crucial function in developing students' reasoning abilities. Student reasoning ability can be done in 
various ways, one of which is through habituation in learning. Students should be accustomed early to be able to solve mathematical 
questions that require thinking skills. Therefore, the questions contained in various mathematics textbooks should be developed and 
modified by the teachers before being used in mathematics learning.  Mathematics instruction has characteristics that are not the same 
as the characteristics of other lessons. Therefore, example and practice problems used in the instruction of mathematics should use 
HOTS questions. The used of HOTS questions in learning mathematics can improve students' thinking skills well. Students who have 
excellent thinking skills will able to solve problems both problems in school, as well as problems in daily life, now and later on. 
 

students' answers are varied, depending on the known mathematical concepts, their ability toremember the concepts that have 
been mastered, and how to use the mathematical concepts. The variety of students' answers shows the diversity of their mathematical 
reasoning skills. 
 

In this case, only a small percentage group of students can solve the task correctly. Others are generally confused about how 
to answer the question. They have no idea how to solve it. They have never done such a mathematics problem. They are not 
accustomed to working on problems that are not routine, so they have no idea how to answer it. So, the types of problems are 
classified as a non-routine task. 
 

A non-routine task is a complicated question that could be solved in several procedures, but typically do not have an 
immediately apparent approach for solving it. Student requires some degree of creativity or originality to solves the problem. The 
types of problems focus on developing students' mathematical reasoning and fostering the understanding that mathematics is a creative 
subject matter. Solving the non-routine problems in mathematics intensifies their study habit, actualizes their creative skill, improves 
their strategic thinking skill, and develops their focus and mental discipline. Conversely, the task discourages them because it is highly 
challenging, mentally, and physically exhausting, and, lastly, their experience with the teacher is frustrating. 
 
Summing Up and Suggestions 

In the group of students who answered correctly, their answers were quite diverse. There are several versions of solutions 
performed by students. The diversity of answers occurs because of the variety of concepts used in answering the problems. The ability 
of students to use the various concepts that have been learned is crucial in answering these tasks. In this case, students who answered 
correctly are classified as students who have good mathematics reasoning ability. In the first group, the students were able to solve the 
task because they had worked on a similar task. They use algorithms and basic techniques that have been studied to answer the various 
exam. 
 

Furthermore, in the second group of students, they have never worked on that type of task. They develop their reasoning 
skills, using various concepts that have been studied. Both groups of students can be categorized as students who have creative 
mathematically founded reasoning. Creative mathematically founded reasoning is a product of creative mathematical thinking. 
Creativity is not primarily correlated to geniality or superior thinking, but the creation of a new and reasonably well-founded task 
answer. Almost all students cannot answer the task questions correctly. The main reason given by students isthat this type of task 
never been taught before; they have no idea. The last tasks are classified as a non-routine task. These kinds of problems are hardly 
used in routine mathematics learning activities, so students do not know how to solve them. 
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Student's mathematical reasoning can be measured using the instrument test developed from the routine and non-routine task. 
The result of the measurement shows that there are two kinds of mathematics students' reasoning can be grouped into two, that is 
students who memorize, and using the algorithm, classified as students who have imitative reasoning, while the students who develop 
the concept, and creates the procedure to solve mathematical problems as creative reasoning students. The results of these 
measurements can also be used to perform the detection of errors in the learning of a mathematical concept, to improve the quality of 
mathematics instruction. 
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